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Prior studies on corporate political strategies have taken an exchange view to examine
these strategies’ benefits and costs for firms and politicians, but have paid less attention
to how politicians’ political values shape their perceptions of, and willingness to engage
in, these exchanges. We investigate how politicians’ imprinted political ideologies affect
the likelihood of firms’ political appointments. Examining 760 city mayors across 242
Chinese cities from 2001 to 2013, we find that cities have fewer private firms appointed
to local councils if the mayor—the key decision maker for such appointments—is more
strongly imprinted with an orthodox communist ideology that opposes capitalism. The
intensity and evolution of such an ideological imprint are influenced by contextual
factors. The imprint’s strength is shaped by the mayors’ prior exposure to intense
ideological experiences, such as experiencing the Cultural Revolution at a young age.
Working in an environment consistent with the ideology (e.g., a province with a greater
communist legacy) sustains and even strengthens the imprint, whereas working in an
environment inconsistent with the ideology (e.g., a city with greater economic devel-
opment) attenuates it. We discuss the implications of these findings for political strategy
research, imprinting theory, and nascent research on political ideology.

Firms’ engagement inpolitical strategies is vital for
their survival and prosperity, especially in emerging
markets (Marquis & Raynard, 2015; Pearce, Dibble, &
Klein, 2009). Given the underdeveloped market in-
stitutions and the prominent role of the government
in emerging markets, conducting political strategies
such as forming political ties with the government
can substitute for formal governance (Xin & Pearce,
1996), bring access to scarce resources, and generate
positive performance outcomes (Faccio, Masulis, &
McConnell, 2006; Peng & Luo, 2000; Zheng, Singh, &
Mitchell, 2015). However, recent studies have paid

increasing attention to theuncertain or evennegative
outcomes of political strategies, as the government
may coopt firms for political purposes, which may
not be beneficial for the firms (e.g., Dickson, 2003;
Sun, Hu, & Hillman, 2016; Wang & Luo, 2018).

Given that firms’ political strategies can lead to
various survival and performance outcomes, it is
important to study the factors that influence how
such strategies unfold. Without clarifying their an-
tecedents, we cannot fully understand the condi-
tions under which such strategies are beneficial to
firms. Extant studies have mainly taken the firms’
perspective to examine the economic rationale of
political strategies (see reviews by Hillman, Keim,
& Schuler, 2004; Mellahi, Frynas, Sun, & Siegel,
2016), less frequently considering the politicians’
perspective, and in particular the factors affecting
politicians’ receptivity toward firms’ political par-
ticipation. Although firms may have the intention
and capability to engage in political participation,
the success of such a strategy hinges largely on what
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politicians think about interacting with the business
sector (McDonnell & Werner, 2016), and, in partic-
ular, the way in which politicians’ heterogeneous
values and belief systems influence such political
exchanges has not been examined.

In this paper, we investigate how politicians’ po-
litical ideologies affect local firms’ political partici-
pation in their jurisdictions. We draw on insights of
imprinting theory to study the long-lasting influence
of politicians’ past experiences (Marquis & Tilcsik,
2013), positing that politicians who were politically
indoctrinated in different historical periods were
imprinted with different ideological beliefs and
values (Chen, Chittoor, & Vissa, 2015; Jost, Federico,
& Napier, 2009; Marquis & Qiao, 2018). Such ideo-
logical imprints shape their attitudes and percep-
tions toward interactions with the business sector,
creating variation in politicians’ endorsement of
local firms’ participation in the political system. We
further theorize about the strength of the ideological
imprint at its formation, and its persistence, by in-
vestigating the interaction between the politician’s
imprint and contextual factors. We argue that politi-
cians’ exposure to ideological experiences at an early
age that are consistent with the imprint increases their
receptiveness to the formative environmental influ-
ences later on, and thereby intensifies the strength
of the subsequent imprint. Further, the imprint’s per-
sistence is affected by imprint–environment fit—the
compatibility between imprinted values and sub-
sequent environments—as congruent environments
sustain the imprint, while the imprint decays in in-
congruent environments (Tilcsik, 2014). Our theory
and findings advance imprinting research by dem-
onstrating that although historical events imprint
individuals with enduring impact, the strength and
persistence of such impact depend on both prior
and current social contexts, suggesting that imprints
evolve throughout one’s life trajectory, depending on
external conditions (Marquis & Tilcsik, 2013).

We situate our study in China, an authoritarian
country where the government has tight control of
the economy and society (Lin, 2011; Marquis & Bird,
2018). We specifically examine the influence of the
political ideologies of city mayors on the appoint-
ment to political councils of privately held firms
headquartered in their jurisdictions—a highly im-
portant political strategy for private firms in China
(Hillman, Zardkoohi, & Bierman, 1999; Li, Meng, &
Zhang, 2006).

We find that cities in which mayors were imprin-
ted with a stronger communist ideology—i.e., they
joined the Communist Party during ChairmanMao’s

tenure, before the start of market-oriented reform in
1978—have fewer local private firms appointed to
political councils. Such a negative effect is stronger
for mayors who experienced an extreme ideological
environment (the Cultural Revolution) in their youth.
Moreover, the ideological imprint not only persists but
is also strengthened if mayors now work in regions
withstrongercommunist legacies—i.e., those liberated
earlier by the Communist Party—while it decays in
cities with higher contemporary economic develop-
ment. Taken together, these findings demonstrate
that although mayors’ decision to endorse local firms’
political participation is enduringly shaped by their
long-lasting ideological values, such an effect varies
depending on contextual factors.

This study makes several theoretical contribu-
tions. First, it contributes to the political strategy
literature by moving beyond instrumental concep-
tions of political exchange, revealing that politicians’
ideological values are significant antecedents for
firms’ political participation. More broadly, we con-
tribute to the literature on institutional sources of
state–firm interactions by singling out the particu-
lar source of institutional pressures arising from
powerful politicians and the effect of their political
ideology (Vaaler, 2008). Second, we contribute to
imprinting research by showing the heterogeneous
strength and persistence of the focal imprint over
time. While prior research has tended to assume
that an imprint has a uniform effect, we investigate
how key contextual factors—i.e., prior exposure to
the focal ideological experiences and subsequent
imprint–environment fit—create variation in the
strength and persistence of the imprint over time
(Marquis & Tilcsik, 2013). Third, we also contribute
to the emerging literature on political ideology by
highlighting the mechanism of party affiliation as
an in-group identity to shape behaviors, com-
plementing recent studies that have stressed a cog-
nitive mechanism (i.e., Briscoe, Chin, & Hambrick,
2014; Carnahan & Greenwood, 2017; Chin, Hambrick,
& Treviño, 2013).

POLITICIANS AND FIRMS’
POLITICAL STRATEGIES

Business organizations in many countries have
a persistent interest in participating in politics
(Hillman et al., 2004). Given that the government
controls important resources, firms engage in polit-
ical strategies—concerted tactics in the political
arena, such as campaign donations, lobbying efforts,
and political service (Baron, 1995; Hillman & Hitt,
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1999)—to reduce political uncertainty and gain ac-
cess to the government. The political exchange view
is based on the notion that both firms and politicians
derive private gains from their exchange and thus
participate basedon the associatedbenefits andcosts
(Boddewyn & Brewer, 1994; Bonardi, Hillman, &
Keim, 2005). For firms, such gains accrue from fa-
vorable policies, resources, or legitimacy and status
(Bonardi, Holburn, & Vanden Bergh, 2006; Hillman
et al., 2004). For politicians, exchange with the
business sector may grant them access to market in-
formation, enhanced future election or reelection
prospects, or even job opportunities in the private
sector (Hillman, 2005).

This political exchange view treats politicians as
self-interested economic actors who focus on maxi-
mizing their utility (Hillman & Hitt, 1999; Krueger,
1974), while neglecting the influence of politicians’
political ideologies and values, which may shape
their perceptions of utility and benefit in quite dif-
ferent ways (Lux, Crook, &Woehr, 2011). A political
ideology is a relatively stable and permanent per-
ceptual framework of interrelated ideas and beliefs,
which confines its proponents’ behavior choices to
a limited range (England, 1967; Hamilton, 1987). It
shapes behavior choices by filtering information
processing, influencing identity formation, and de-
fining the meaning system of what is right or wrong
(Jost et al., 2009). For example, a comparative study
conducted in 58 democratic countries found that
citizens with different political ideologies held quite
different opinions on the desirability of public poli-
cies concerning redistribution and government in-
tervention (Bjørnskov, 2005).

The argument we develop in more detail below
suggests that politicians’ political ideologies may
influence their interactions with the business sector
based on their distinct values and beliefs. By doing
this, we argue that examining the ideology of politi-
cians is necessary to move beyond the instrumental
view of political strategy and better account for var-
iation in politicians’ endorsement of firms’ political
participation.

Private Firms’ Political Appointment in China

Private ownership in China, which was com-
pletely abolished under the rule of Chairman Mao
Zedong, regained legal status following the Opening
and Reform in 1978. After the reform, however, pri-
vate firms still faced a resource disadvantage and a
legitimacy discount compared with state-owned
firms. To seek legitimacy, protection, and resource

access, private firms actively work to gain access to
the government, formally or informally (Li et al.,
2006; Xin & Pearce, 1996). However, unlike in dem-
ocratic countries where different political options
are available (Hillman & Hitt, 1999), the channels
through which private firms are able to formally
participate in politics in China are limited (Ma &
Parish, 2006). Onemajor avenue is to obtain political
appointment as a deputy on one of the two political
councils in China: the People’s Congress (PC) or the
People’s Political Consultative Conference (PPCC),
at four different administrative levels: national,
provincial, city, andcounty or township (Jia, 2014; Li
et al., 2006). The PC is China’s legislative apparatus
that passes laws and regulations, monitors the gov-
ernment, and approves the nominations of top gov-
ernment officials (O’ Brien, 1994). The PPCC is an
independent entity that provides advisory opinions
to the government on policy making and law en-
forcement (Ma & Parish, 2006). Research has also
suggested that these ties have a cooptive function: by
incorporating firms into the political system, the lo-
cal government can leverage their resources to fa-
cilitate local economic and social development
(Dickson, 2003). For example, Zhang Marquis, and
Qiao (2016) found that private firms holding this
appointment are more likely to make donations
to the local community. Despite the possibility for
cooptation, gaining a deputy seat in the two councils
is actively sought by private firms in China and is
believed to be a benefit for the focal firm. Empirical
studies have found that firms with this type of po-
litical appointment enjoy better access to bank loans
(Cull & Xu, 2005), higher social status (Ma & Parish,
2006), boosted reputation (Truex, 2014), greater
legal protection (Ang & Jia, 2014), and enhanced
survival and financial performance (Zheng, Singh, &
Mitchell, 2015). However, while private firms in
China may have the intention and capability to gain
political appointments, the success of their political
participation hinges largely on politicians’ discre-
tion, given that the deputy selection process is
strongly controlled by the party (Li, Cheng, & Shi,
2015; Manion, 2000).

PC deputies are selected through elections. For the
PC below city level, deputies are elected directly by
citizens. For PC deputies at city level and above
(provincial and national), deputies are elected in-
directly by deputy members of the lower-level PC.
The number of members is fixed and proportional to
the local population. Although the Electoral Law
highlights that there should be broad representation
of deputies, there is no detailed specification of the
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composition of deputies, leaving great room for dis-
cretion in selecting them (Li et al., 2015). The initial
list of deputy candidates comes from nomination
by higher-level party committee, government, other
social and political organizations, or incumbent
delegates. The election committee, which is subject
to the leadership of the party committee, then con-
venes to screen and shortlist the candidates (Jacobs,
1991; MacFarquhar, 1998). Research has shown
that the party influences the selection of PC deputies
largely through this opaque and behind-the-scenes
pre-election process to ensure that the desired
candidates are nominated and shortlisted, while
unexpected candidates such as self-nominated can-
didates1 are removed from the list (Manion, 2000;
Yuan, 2011). As a result, the election outcomes
strongly reflect the will and preference of the party
(Yuan, 2011).

For the PPCC, organizations representing different
functional constituencies2 present nominations to
the PPCC standing committee for their respective
area (Jia, 2014). The party committee then screens
the nominations based on its own preferences, and
the finalists are chosen by the PPCC standing com-
mittee without any election procedure.

Our study focuses on the influence of city-level
governments on PC and PPCC deputy selection. Dur-
ing the economic reform era, cities have played
an important role in developing the industrial sector
and promoting urbanization, which has significantly
increased the relevance of city-level government
(Landry, 2003). Furthermore, the political distance
between the city level and central government leaves
city-level politiciansmore room for discretion in local
decision making than the provincial government,
which are subject more to the influence from the
central government (Landry, 2008). In China, govern-
ment at all levels features a dual power structure be-
tween the party committee and the government
(Lieberthal, 1995). The party secretary heads the party
committee and is the top leader,while the governor or
mayor, also serving as the first deputy party secretary,
is the government head (Lin, 2012). While the party
secretary is responsible for party affairs and overall
administration, the government head (mayor, in our

context) is in charge of daily operations, with eco-
nomic development being the top priority (Bo, 2004;
Landry, 2003). Under such functional differentiation,
the city party secretary andmayor likely influence the
nomination of local deputy candidates from different
areas (Zang, 2004).Given their authority overbusiness
and economic affairs, mayors likely screen PC and
PPCC deputy candidates from the business sector,
with whom they have more frequent contact in de-
veloping local economy and business. In contrast,
party secretaries are responsible for ensuring the
overall representativeness of PC and PPCC delegates,
and likely have more responsibility for screening
candidates for political and social purposes (Li et al.,
2015; Yuan, 2011). We therefore study how an in-
cumbent mayor’s3 political ideology influences the
portionofdeputyseats thatprivatelyownedfirmsearn
in the PC or PPCC at the city level and above, tracing
the roots of that ideology back to the mayor’s early
political career and its imprinting effect.

POLITICIANS’ IDEOLOGICAL IMPRINTING AND
FIRMS’ POLITICAL STRATEGIES

Imprinting is “a process whereby, during a brief
period of susceptibility, a focal entity develops
characteristics that reflect prominent features of the
environment, and these characteristics continue to
persist despite significant environmental changes in
subsequent periods” (Marquis & Tilcsik, 2013: 199;
see also Stinchcombe, 1965). For individuals, im-
prints are typically establishedwhen they undergo a
process of role transition into new organizations or
social systems (Ashforth & Saks, 1996). To reduce
uncertainty about expectations, requirements, and
values in their new role, individuals at these times
tend to be malleable to adapt to and achieve con-
gruencewith their new surroundings. Consequently,
their values, beliefs, and cognitive models can be
updated or even replaced after being socialized and
accepted by the new organization, resulting in an
imprinting effect that reflects the characteristics of
the corresponding environment (Higgins, 2005).
Early careers have been demonstrated to be the
most influential period for individual role transi-
tion. Empirical studies have revealed that prior
work-related experiences (Dokko, Wilk, & Rothbard,1 Self-nominated candidates are those nominated with-

out any support from political or social organizations
(Yuan, 2011).

2 Such as agriculture, business, technology, education,
religious entities, sports, publications, minorities, women’s
federation, the youth league, labor unions, and other demo-
cratic parties.

3 For a robustness check, we examined the effect of the
city party secretary’s political ideology, and no results were
found, consistent with our arguments that business deputies
would be affected primarily by mayors given their focus on
the city economy.
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2009), network ties with clients and workplace
mentors (McEvily, Jaffee, & Tortoriello, 2012), and
capabilities and cognition (Higgins, 2005; Tilcsik,
2014) acquired during an individual’s early career
strongly influence the person’s subsequent decision
making and job performance.

However, research investigating the processes of
imprint formation and evolution at the individual
level is quite limited (e.g., Tilcsik, 2014). The ma-
jority of the research takes the formation of imprint-
ing for granted and treats it as a “black box” (Simsek,
Fox, & Heavey, 2015: 305). We know relatively little
about why individuals react differently to the same
formative environment and carry imprints with dif-
ferent strengths. In addition, few studies have fo-
cused on the conditions under which the imprint
persists or decays. We therefore theorize about fac-
tors that affect both the strength and the persistence
of the imprint, paying attention to individuals’ prior
exposure to events and activities consistent with the
focal ideological imprint, as well as the characteris-
tics of their contemporary working environments.

Mayors’ Ideological Imprints and Local Private
Firms’ Political Appointments

For politicians in a country ruled by a single party,
such as China, joining the ruling party serves as an
important role transition that likely leaves a political
imprint (Marquis & Qiao, 2018). Political parties are
exclusive entities that represent the organized in-
terests of a specific social group or class (Weber,
1978). To maintain internal coherence and loyalty,
every newly admitted member undergoes an in-
tensive socialization process of learning the party’s
doctrines and values (Higgins, 2005).

As ideology advocates a particular set of as-
sumptions, it influences subsequent decision making
through informationprocessingconsistentwithwhat it
justifies (Hamilton, 1987). For example, in the context
of the United States, where individuals’ political
ideologies can be characterized using the liberal–
conservative spectrum, studies have revealed that
liberal-leaning CEOs form strategies consistent with
their liberal values in areas such as corporate risk
taking (Christensen, Dhaliwal, Boivie, & Graffin,
2015), social responsibility initiatives (Chin et al.,
2013), and promoting gender equality (Carnahan &
Greenwood, 2017). Recent research in China has
suggested that entrepreneurs with a communist
ideological imprint are less likely to internationalize
their firms, consistent with communist party’s anti-
foreign rhetoric (Marquis & Qiao, 2018).

China has been an authoritarian regime ruled by the
communist party since 1949, but the party’s political
ideology has undergone dramatic evolution and
change through different historical periods, with the
yearof 1978providinga sharpbreakbetweenorthodox
communism as practices under Mao and subsequent
reform efforts (Marquis & Qiao, 2018; Shambaugh,
2008). Before China’s Opening and Reform policy in
1978, the party adhered to aMarxist–Leninist doctrine
that advocated the interests of the working class and
encouraged class struggle between proletariats and
capitalists. Private ownership was completely forbid-
den, and business owners were officially labeled as
exploiters of the working class and identified as the
people’s enemy. Ifmayors joined the communist party
during the Mao era, they studied orthodox Marxism–

LeninismandMaoism,whichstronglyemphasized the
division between classes and class struggle (Mao,
1967). They also engaged in a series of political cam-
paigns that aimed to “realize” communism, including
the Anti-Rightist Movement, the Great Leap Forward,
and the Cultural Revolution, during which capitalists,
small business owners, and even their descendants
were persecuted, imprisoned, and even sentenced to
death (Dickson, 2003).

We theorize thatmayors joining theparty during this
period would have been imprinted with a strong com-
munist ideology after repeated training and socializa-
tion. Such an imprintwould shape their perceptions of
the private business sector through the lens of class
struggle, preventing them from understanding and ap-
preciating the new role of private entrepreneurs during
the subsequent economic reform era (Kogut & Zander,
2000; Kriauciunas & Kale, 2006). Consequently, they
would be less likely to grant seats of deputyship to
private entrepreneurs, in comparison with managers
from state-owned enterprises (SOEs), farmers, or
workers who havemore acceptable class backgrounds
from an orthodox communist perspective.

This logic has been shown in studies that have ex-
plored the imprinting effect of the communist regime
and the Marxist–Leninist ideology on organizations
and entrepreneurs (Marquis & Qiao, 2018; Raynard,
Lounsbury, & Greenwood, 2013). For example, in
Eastern Europe, firms founded in the communist pe-
riod had difficulty developing new knowledge rou-
tines because their socialist ideology hindered their
ability to acquire market capabilities and adapt to a
market-oriented economy (Kogut & Zander, 2000;
Kriauciunas & Kale, 2006). Similarly, in China, older
firms that were more influenced by the communist
bureaucratic logic are less likely to adopt new gover-
nance practices (Marquis & Qian, 2014).
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The “opening and reform period” beginning in
1978 was characterized by a more pragmatic focus
on economic development and modernization that
abandoned class struggle and ideological confron-
tation. Controls onprivate ownershipwere gradually
lifted, and the business sector started to regain le-
gitimacy. During this period, the party placed less
emphasis on Marxism–Leninism and Maoism and
came to more fully acknowledge the function of
the nascent private sector in economic development
and modernization (Dickson, 2003). For example,
in 1992, Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping visited eco-
nomically booming regions in southern China and
urged political leaders at all levels to break free from
ideological debates and to boldly implement capi-
talism, stating “it doesn’t matter whether a cat is
white or black, as long as it catches mice” (Zhao,
1993: 742). After this, the private sector flourished
and grew significantly, accounting for nearly 60% of
industrial outputs in the early 2000s (Li, Meng,
Wang, & Zhou, 2008).

We argue that mayors joining the party after this
important ideological shift in 1978wouldhave formed
a more comprehensive understanding of the private
sector’s function in the economy and society through
learning the new theories and taking leadership of the
neweconomic development tasks. Hence, they should
be more open to endorsing private entrepreneurs’ po-
litical participation. This is consistent with studies of
Chinese entrepreneurs that suggest those socialized
into the party after 1978 are more open to business
strategies that are consistent with the “reform and
opening” ideology (Marquis & Qiao, 2018). Further-
more, such a process has been shown to occur in for-
mer Soviet bloc countries: the younger generation of
reformists are more likely to substantively implement
new market-oriented practices than the older genera-
tion (Tilcsik, 2010).

Party ideology also influences subsequent de-
cision making by shaping the identity of party
members (Jost et al., 2009). The primary task for
newcomers entering an organization is to learn
about their role in the organization and form a social
identity in that context (Van Maanen & Schein,
1979). As a political ideology represents a collective
framework of beliefs and ideas advocated by a par-
ticular social group or class (Denzau & North, 1994),
members gradually identify themselves as insiders
of that collectivity after learning and adopting the
shared knowledge and norms. Furthermore, by so-
cializing with supervisors, mentors, and colleagues
within the party who share similar backgrounds and
develop similarmentalmodels, amemberdevelops a

sense of belonging (Buchanan, 1974). Thus, mem-
bers who hold a strong party identity may develop
different attitudes about interacting with people
outside the party, depending on whether they
perceive identity congruence or conflict with the
outsiders. For example, Cohen (2003) found that
citizens were more likely to endorse a public policy
when it was proposed by their own party than when
the same policy was initiated by a competing party.

In the context of China, the party has relied on dif-
ferent selection and socialization processes during
different historical periods, which may result in co-
horts of people who share homogenous backgrounds
and common identification. Prior to the economic re-
form, admission to party membership exclusively re-
lied on political loyalty and revolutionary experiences
(Zang, 2004). The social class to which partymembers
were born was crucial to determine their political re-
liability: theyhad tobeproletarian revolutionarieswho
believed firmly inMarxism–Leninism (Mao, 1967). In
contrast, intellectuals, landlords, warlords, and bour-
geoisie were officially identified as counterrevolu-
tionary and were not allowed to join the party. Such
strict selection and admission policies resulted in
homogenous backgrounds of partymembers recruited
during this period, and rendered a strongly shared
collective identity among them (Ruef, Aldrich, &
Carter, 2003). If mayors joined the party in this pe-
riod, their imprinted identity would prevent them
fromassociatingwithbusinessowners lateron, as they
may have felt that coopting these former enemies into
the political system would be inconsistent with the
party’s tradition and ideology, jeopardizing its in-
tegrity and legitimacy (Dickson, 2003).

The onset of the economic reform after 1978 led
tonewrequirements forpartymembers’ recruitment.
Though political loyalty remained an important
criterion, over time the party relied more and more
on technocrats and experts to formulate and imple-
ment economic policies (Walder, 1995). In addition,
people from diverse backgrounds were allowed to
join the party as it evolved and adapted to the new
tasks of development and modernization. A dra-
matic step was taken in 2001, during the party’s 80th

anniversary.Theparty leader at that time, JiangZemin,
announced that private entrepreneurswere allowed to
join theparty, affirming their riseasan important social
group and recognizing their significant contributions
to the country’s development (Dickson, 2003).

Taken together, the theory and historical details
above suggest thatmayorswho joined the party during
the Mao era, prior to economic reform, will have a
stronger communist ideology (i.e., anti-capitalist) and
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so be less willing to endorse private entrepreneurs by
offering them deputyship, compared with those join-
ing the party after the reform.

Hypothesis 1. If the focal city mayor has been im-
printed with a stronger communist ideology, fewer
private firmsheadquartered in that city are appointed
to political councils.

Prior Ideological Experiences and the Strength of
the Imprint

We further theorize about the strength of the
ideological imprint and argue that if mayors have
had prior exposure to significant ideological expe-
riences, they will be more receptive to the sub-
sequent ideological imprint of joining the party, and
hence form a stronger imprint. Research on how
organizations evolve over time has suggested that
institutional sedimentation can occur—that experi-
ences are deposited and become part of the organi-
zational culture and norms, and then new imprints
are layered on top of them and form complex sets of
features andpractices (Cooper,Hinings, Greenwood,
& Brown, 1996). Extending this theorizing to the in-
dividual, we suggest that for politicians, if prior
ideological experiences share similar features with
the focal imprint and are consistent in content, the
focal imprint may be intensified. Consistent with
this, research has shown that individuals are able to
carry their early life experiences forward throughout
their life trajectory (e.g., Bernile, Bhagwat, & Rau,
2017; Malmendier & Nagel, 2011).

To investigate this process, we consider that expo-
sure to the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) at a
young age is an important early life experience that
may lead to a stronger communist ideological im-
print. The Cultural Revolution was a period of polit-
ical turmoil and extremism during which Mao
mobilized Chinese citizens to eradicate remnants of
capitalism and tradition. The ultimate goal of this
sociopoliticalmovementwas to reconfirmMaoism as
thedominant ideology for thepartyand toconsolidate
the socialist system (Kleinman & Kleinman, 1994).

We argue that if mayors experienced the Cultural
Revolution at a young age, they will have formed
a stronger ideological imprint individually, irre-
spective of theoverall political, social, and economic
instability of the time (Lu, 2004). First, important
worldviews and political beliefs are formed and
crystalized during early adulthood, and so they
are more susceptible to environmental influences
that may provide guidance for their future choices

(Alwin, Cohen, & Newcomb, 1991). For example,
Bernile and colleagues (2017) found that CEOs who
witnessed the extreme downside of disasters at a
young age behave more conservatively in forming
company policies. As the Cultural Revolution
established the legitimacy and supremacy of Mao-
ism, knowledge and practices consistent with that
ideology were highly encouraged and rewarded.
Being exposed to those ideological experiences
early in life, which were consistent with the later
socialization of joining the communist party, may
lead individuals to resonate more strongly with
subsequent stimuli. For example, memories of ad-
vocating Chairman Mao and advancing commu-
nism would be activated and further refreshed and
strengthenedduringparty socialization and training.

Second, participating in political campaigns at a
young age will lead to stronger party identification.
Research has demonstrated that involvement in so-
cial movements has an enduring effect in shaping
participants’ identity and continuing commitment to
political activism (McAdam, 1989). This is because
collective actions create repeated social interactions
among participants who share similar goals and
emotions, and they also provide structural ties to
sustain the commitment to the movement (Robnett,
2000). Further, research has shown that social move-
ments that challenge routine political and social
processes forge a unique identity for enthusiastic
participantswho embrace themselves as rule changers
(Fantasia, 1988).

During the Cultural Revolution, adolescent and
teenage revolutionaries throughout China called
“Red Guards” ceased their formal education and
participated in various kinds of class struggle to
demonstrate their loyalty to Chairman Mao and the
revolution. Being part of the Red Guard became a
collective identity these revolutionaries shared. Red
Guards rejected old rules and cultures, destroyed
existing hierarchies and authorities, and aimed to
establish a new communist society. By engaging in
such an extensive and dramatic political movement,
the youth formed a strong identification with com-
munist ideology andChairmanMao emotionally and
cognitively (Yang, 2000). Such identity transforma-
tions have a lasting influence on the participants
(McAdam, 1989). For example, research has shown
that former student civil rights activists in the United
States continued to remain politically active into
adulthood and defended their ideology in later polit-
ical movements (Fendrich & Lovoy, 1988; McAdam,
1989). We thus argue that the imprinting effect for
mayors who joined the Communist Party before 1978
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is stronger if they had experienced the Cultural Rev-
olution at a young age, and that as a result they are
even more likely to be suspicious of the private busi-
ness sector and less likely to endorse business leaders
as political deputies.

Hypothesis 2. The negative effect of a stronger
communist ideology on private firms’ political ap-
pointment is strengthened if the focal city mayor
experienced the Cultural Revolution at a young age.

Persistence of the Ideological Imprint

While mayors’ prior exposure to ideological ex-
periences shapes the strength of their ideological
imprint, in our model the persistence of the imprint
is influenced by the characteristics of the environ-
ment in which mayors are currently working. Ex-
amining imprint–environment fit—the consistency
between the imprinted values and the environmental
conditions—we argue that the influence of the im-
print is prolonged if the focal mayor can transfer the
imprinted knowledge and identity to the new envi-
ronment with little adjustment (Beyer & Hannah,
2002). Tilcsik (2014) examined the resource environ-
ments in firms and found that individuals’ perfor-
mance is improved if the level of organizational
munificence in the imprinted environment is more
similar to the current resource environment, suggest-
ing that imprinted knowledge may be more or less
compatible with changing organizational require-
ments. The implication of this is that if individuals
are to remain effective in their work, cognitive and
behavior patterns need to be updated to suit the con-
temporary demands, resulting in imprinting decay
(Marquis & Tilcsik, 2013; Simsek et al., 2015). In our
context, we expand the scope of research on imprint–
environment fit by considering two contrasting as-
pects of the contemporary institutional environment,
the region’s communist legacy and current economic
development level, which we argue would respec-
tively reinforce and weaken the ideological imprint
due to their different degrees of congruency with the
original ideology.

Regional Communist Legacy and the Persistence
of the Imprint

Institutional research has recognized the enduring
influence of previously dominant cultural values
and institutions (Kriauciunas & Kale, 2006; Marquis
& Huang, 2010). With the advent of a new institu-
tional environment, the old cultural values and

institutions do not simply fade away; rather, they
continue to exert an effect on organizations and in-
dividuals through the material and symbolic legacies
they leave behind (Raynard et al., 2013). For example,
Shinkle and Kriauciunas (2012) found that firms
founded in the communist period had much weaker
competitive aspirations than their market-oriented
counterparts even after market institutions were
established. At the individual level, research has
found evidence that communism continuously sha-
ped East Germans’ policy preferences, leading them
to advocate for more state intervention after their in-
tegration with West Germany (Stanfield & Fuchs-
Schündeln, 2007).

Mainland China comprises 31 province-level ad-
ministrative units (provinces), which differ sig-
nificantly in their historical trajectories, economic
development levels, and local institutional arrange-
ments (Fan, 1995; Jones, Li, & Owen, 2003). Luo,
Wang, and Zhang (2017) found that provincial gov-
ernments place differing levels of priority on eco-
nomic development, which significantly influences
local firms’ strategies. An important historical dif-
ference between provinces is that they vary in the
timing and conditions of formally establishing the
communist regime, which has led to different re-
gional communist legacies. For example, provinces
in northern China came under Communist control
earlier than others. Prior research has shown that
these provinces hence have stronger institutional
linkages with the central power of the party and
longer experiencewith communism,which includes
practices such as farmers being freed from landlords,
foreign firms and domestic private firms being na-
tionalized, and large industrial SOEs being estab-
lished (Fan, 1995). These institutional arrangements,
both physical and cultural, continue to influence the
beliefs, values, and behaviors of organizations and
individuals in those regions. For example, in con-
temporary China, SOEs are still dominant in the
northeastern provinces (Chung, Lai, & Joo, 2009).
Raynard et al. (2013) also found that SOEs in those
regions are more focused on corporate social respon-
sibility than businesses in other regions, reflecting
a communist legacy that places greater emphasis
on social benefit and employees’welfare. For mayors
imprinted with a strong communist ideology, work-
ing in regions that have a greater communist legacy
will not only sustain but may even strengthen the
influence of their ideological imprint.

In contrast, in regions that came under communist
control later, small family firms maintained their
presence later in some cases even after the founding
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of the Peoples Republic of China (PRC) in 1949. In
such regions, there was private household farming
and black market trading under the protection of
local officials (Zhang & Liu, 2013). Hence, these re-
gions have to a greater extent preserved the roots and
legacies of capitalism. As a result, the institutional
landscape of the later-liberated regions differs from
that of regions immersed in communism longer,
which should reduce the persistence of the mayors’
imprinted ideology.

Hypothesis 3. The negative effect of a stronger com-
munist ideology on private firms’ political appoint-
ment is strengthened if the focal province has a
stronger communist legacy.

Local Economic Development and the Persistence
of the Imprint

Dynamically changing environments may also
produce a mismatch between imprints and contem-
porary requirements. At the organizational level,
imprints have been shown to decay due to external
environmental changes (Kimberly, 1979;Kriauciunas
& Kale, 2006) or changes in organizational condi-
tions such as management team turnover (Beckman,
Burton, & O’ Reilly, 2007) and poor performance
(Boeker, 1989). At the individual level, dissimilarity
between the initial resource context and the current
organizational environment dampens individuals’
imprinted skills and habits, hence decreasing their
subsequent job performance (Tilcsik, 2014).

The decades of economic reform since 1978 have
produced phenomenal economic growth in China.
The opening to foreign capital and the establish-
ment of market mechanisms to coordinate ex-
change have been prominent features of the reform.
Such contemporary conditions contradict the pre-
viously dominant ideology of Marxism–Leninism
and Maoism. The changing environmental re-
quirements hence render the imprinted ideas and
values obsolete and counterproductive for mayors.
As government officials are largely promoted based
on their performance in driving local economic
growth (Li & Zhou, 2005), ignorance of the crucial
role played by private businesspeople in the local
economy may hinder or threaten the focal mayor’s
political career. As a result, these mayors have to
adjust their mindsets and change their attitudes
toward private businesses, resulting in a decreased
influence of the ideological imprint.

Hypothesis 4. The negative effect of a stronger com-
munist ideology onprivate firms’political appointment

is reduced if the focal city has a higher economic de-
velopment level.

DATA AND METHODS

Sample

We constructed our dataset based on multiple sour-
ces.Thesampleofpoliticiansconsistsof all citymayors
in Chinawho served in the position from2001 to 2013.
To code the data,wemanually collected theCVs of 760
mayors from242 cities that have fully available data on
all our variables of interest. These CVs are usually
publicly available and disclose detailed background
information such as age, gender, ethnicity, education,
work trajectory, party experience, and current job de-
scription. The average age was 57, and the average
tenure in the mayor position was 30 months. The
mayors were predominantlymale, and 40% joined the
communist party prior to 1978.We acquired other city-
level institutional and economic development data
from the China City Statistical Yearbook published
annually by the National Statistics Bureau of China.

In total, we obtained 2,402 city–year observations
for analysis. Each city–year observationwasmatched
with one incumbent mayor and all of his or her per-
sonal data. If there was turnover within a year—i.e.,
change of mayor—the observation reflects the mayor
who served in the position for more than six months
for that city-year. The firm-level sample covered all
publicly listed firms that were privately held on
the Shenzhen and Shanghai Stock Exchanges from
2001 to 2013. We chose 2001 as the starting point
because the data quality of Chinese public firms
improved significantly after that year (Fan, Wong, &
Zhang, 2007). To measure political appointment at
the firm level, from the companies’ annual reports
we manually coded whether the top executives
(e.g., board chairman and CEO) served as deputies in
the national, provincial, or city-level PC or PPCC in a
given year. Of our sample firms, 15.9% of the private
firms reported having such a deputyship. At the city
level, the average number of private listed firms is
38, and the average number of deputyship held by
private firms is 1.07.

Other firm-level information, such as a firm’s tax
contribution, government procurement, and existing
political resources was obtained from the WIND data-
base,which iswidelyused for finance, economics, and
management research (i.e., Lin&Su, 2008;Xia,Ma,Lu,
& Yiu, 2014). Because we are conducting city–year
analyses, we aggregated these data to the city level
based on where the firms were headquartered.
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Measures

Dependent variable. Following the literature, we
identified political appointment as having a top ex-
ecutive serving as a deputy in the PC or PPCC at the
city level or above in a given year (Jia, 2014; Ma &
Parish, 2006). We coded political appointment at the
firm level as a continuous variable by considering
both the CEO’s and the chairman’s service; it ranges
from 0–2 for each firm. We then summed the total
number of deputyships obtained by all private firms
in the focal city ina givenyear anddividedby the total
quota of deputyships in the focal city. For PC, the
minimum quota is 240 for cities with a population
below 10 million, increasing by one deputy as the
population of the city increases by 25,000, with the
maximum number of deputies 650. Each city’s
standing committee determines the number of depu-
ties for itsPPCC.However,manycitiesdonotdisclose
current or prior number of deputies; in these situa-
tions, we either estimated number of deputies based
on cities of similar size, or used the current value. The
average total quota of PC and PPCC deputyships for
our sampled cities is 892.4 The ratio of private firms’
political appointment varies from 0 to 6% of total
deputyships,with anaverage of 0.12%.As robustness
checks, we winsorized the outliers and also used the
count of total deputyships as the dependent variable,
while controlling for either citypopulationor the total
number of firms in the city.

Independent variable. We have argued that be-
fore 1978, the communist party of China strongly
adhered to the orthodox Marxist–Leninist doc-
trine, indicating that mayors joining the party
during this period were imprinted with a strong
communist ideology. We therefore coded mayor’s
communist ideology as 1 if the focal mayor joined
the party before 1978, and 0 if the focal mayor
joined in the economic reform era after 1978.

Moderating variables.
Mayor’s Cultural Revolution experiences. The

Cultural Revolution took place from 1966 to 1976.
Historians have identified a cohort of people who
were born between 1950 and 1959 (who were 7 to 16
years oldwhen themovement started) as having been
most influenced by such an extreme institutional

environment (Chen, 1999). Hence we coded Cultural
Revolution cohort as 1 if the focal mayor was born
between 1950 and 1959, and 0 otherwise.5

Regional communist legacy was measured by the
timing of each province’s liberation by the People’s
Liberation Army (Kung & Lin, 2003). We coded the
timing of liberation as the number of months liber-
ated before (or after) the founding date of the PRC in
October 1949. The higher the number of months
before the founding, the earlier a province had
been liberated, and hence the stronger its commu-
nist legacy. If the province was liberated after the
founding of the PRC, the number of months is nega-
tive. This variable ranges from 23 months before the
founding of PRC to 19months after, indicating a large
variance in experiences of implementing the com-
munist system across different provinces.

Economic development level was measured by
the focal city’s gross domestic product (GDP) in a
given year.

Control variables and estimation.We controlled
for mayors’ other background characteristics and ex-
periences that may influence exchange with local
firms. Longer tenure in the focal city may facilitate
information exchange and foster trust with local
firms, so we controlled for the mayor’s local tenure,
measured as the number of years the focal mayor had
worked in any positions in the same city prior to the
current tenure as mayor. Local firms may be more
attracted to cities withmore capable leaders.We thus
used two measures to capture mayors’ capabilities.
First, the Chinese administrative system is largely
merit based, and education credentials are a must for
position admission and further promotion (Li, 1998;
Walder, 1995). We controlled for mayor’s education,
coded1 if amayorhadapostgraduatedegreeor above,
and 0 otherwise. Second, another signal of a mayor’s
capabilities is whether he or she was subsequently
promoted. In China, political leaders are promoted
mainly based on their performance in achieving the
state’s important goals, such as GDP growth (Li &
Zhou, 2005). Hence, we controlled for promotion,
coded as 1 if the focalmayor had a promotion, and 0 if
not. We argue that mayors who have been promoted
have stronger capabilities tomanage the locality (Yao
& Zhang, 2015). Finally, we also controlled for a
mayor’s gender, coded 1 for female and 0 for male.

4 Ideally, the denominator should be the sum of the total
quota of the city-level deputyships and the province-level
and national level deputyships allocated to the focal city.
However, information on how the province and national
level quota of deputyships are allocated to each city is not
available, so we use the city-level quota.

5 Apotential concern is that this variable (reflecting theage
of mayors) and joining the communist party may be corre-
lated. The correlation is only 0.33, however, indicating that
there is a wide variation in the timing of joining the party,
even for people born during the same period.
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For firms’ characteristics, we considered factors that
may account for instrumental motivations for political
appointment. First, it is possible that mayors are more
likely to endorse leaders of private firms for a PC or
PPCC position if those firms have made a stronger
contribution to the local economy. Hence, we con-
trolled for the aggregate amount of tax contribution by
private firms in the focal city. In addition, firms that
depend more on the government for procurement are
more politically active (Schuler, 1999). We controlled
for howmany of the private firms in the focal city have
the local government as a top customer. In addition,
we controlled for private firms’ existing political re-
sources, measured byhowmanyof the private firms in
the focal city have partymembers as top executives (Li
et al., 2008).Wealso includedyear dummies to control
for time period effects.

Given that the dependent variable is continuous
(the ratio of the total number of deputyships held
by all private firms), we tested our hypotheses with
ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions. To take
into consideration time-invariant city heterogeneity
influencing firms’propensity to obtain a deputyship,
we employed city-fixed effects (Stata code xtreg)
to examine within-city variation originating from
mayoral turnover in the focal city over time.6

RESULTS

Table 1 reports themeans and standard deviations
of the variables and their correlations. Overall, the
magnitude of the correlations is small.

In Table 2,model 1 contains only control variables
and moderating variables. Model 2 adds our main
independent variable, communist ideology. Models
3 through 5, respectively, add the three interactions.
Finally, Model 6 presents the full model.

Hypothesis 1 argues that mayors who joined the
communist party prior to 1978 are imprinted with a
strong communist ideology, and that local private
firms in their cities have fewer political appointments
compared to those inother areas. InModel 2ofTable 2,
the effect of communist ideology is negative and sig-
nificant (p, 0.01). For example,with other conditions
being equal and held at their mean, having a mayor
with a strong communist ideology reduces the ratio
of private firms’ political appointments by 0.20%

compared with firms headquartered in cities whose
mayors are not imprinted with the ideology. Hence,
Hypothesis 1 receives strong empirical support.

Hypothesis 2 predicts a negative interaction effect
between communist ideology and a mayor’s experi-
ence of the Cultural Revolution at a young age.
InModel 3 of Table 2, the coefficient for the interaction
term is negative and significant (p , 0.01), lending
support toHypothesis 2. Communist ideology reduces
the ratio of private firms’ political appointments by
0.40% for mayors who were born between 1950 and
1959 and hence experienced the Cultural Revolution
before adulthood,whereas the reduction is only0.17%
for those who were not born during that period. Fig-
ure 1 displays private firms’political appointments for
mayors from the Cultural Revolution cohort. It shows
that the communist ideology reduces private firms’
political appointments to a much greater extent for
mayorsof theCulturalRevolutioncohort than for those
born in other years.

Models 4 and 5 present the moderating effects of
environmental conditions. Hypothesis 3 argues that
the ideological imprint persists and is amplified in
regions with a stronger regional communist legacy.
In Model 4, the interaction between communist
ideology and regional communist legacy is negative
and significant (p, 0.01), supporting our contention
that imprint–environment fit influences the persis-
tence of the focal imprint. In regions with a stronger
communist legacy, communist ideology reduces the
ratio of private firms’ political appointments by
0.34%, in contrast with 0.15% for regions with a
weaker communist legacy.

Hypothesis 4 predicts that cities with higher eco-
nomicdevelopmentwill reduce thenegative effect of
the ideological imprint. In Model 5, the coefficient
for the interaction between communist ideology and
the focal city’s GDP is positive and significant (p ,
0.01). In regions with above-mean-level GDP the
communist ideology reduces private firms’ political
appointments by 0.14%, while in regions with
below-mean-level GDP the reduction is 0.17%.
Hence, we have support for Hypothesis 4. Model 6
reports the full model, with all results remaining the
same.

Figures 2 and 3 show the contrasting patterns for
mayors working in different contemporary environ-
ments after splitting the sample along the different
levels of the moderating variables. In Figure 2,
ideologically imprinted mayors working in regions
with stronger communist legacies (above the mean)
have much smaller ratios of firms appointed to the
PCorPPCC. In citieswith above-mean-levelGDP, the

6 Please note that because the variable of communist
legacy is time-invariant, the main effect is dropped in the
city-fixedmodels. But the interaction between communist
legacy and communist ideology is time-variant and is valid
for hypothesis testing (Wooldridge, 2010).
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negative effect of communist ideology is smaller
than in cities with below-mean-GDP, as shown in
Figure 3.

Alternative Explanations and Robustness Checks

An important alternative explanation is that poli-
ticians have a stronger ideological inclination not
because of imprinting, but because of self-selection.
That is, people with a stronger existing communist
ideology chose to join the party during Mao’s era.
To address the selection issue, we relied on an in-
strumental variable approach to account for the
propensity to join the party in the first place.We first
ran a selectionmodel to predict a mayor’s likelihood

of joining the party. We then used the predicted re-
siduals to proxy for our main independent variable,
communist ideology, and conducted the same ana-
lyses. To predict such self-selection of joining the
party, we used two instruments. First, we coded the
number of party members in the birth province of
the focal mayor in the year 1952 (when the People’s
Liberation Army had liberated all provinces), which
measures the regional penetration of the communist
party.We argue that the higher the number, themore
likely the mayor was influenced by the local culture
andcommunist norms, and thus themore likelyheor
she would be to immediately apply to join the party
after reaching the eligible age. The second in-
strument is theGDPvolumeof the focalmayor’s birth

TABLE 2
Regression Analyses on Chinese Mayors’ Political Ideology and Privately Held Firms’ Political Participation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mayor’s local tenure 20.00 20.00 20.00† 20.00 20.00 20.00†

(–0.33) (–0.37) (–1.94) (–0.35) (–0.57) (–1.74)
Mayor’s education 0.03 0.03 0.04* 0.03 0.03 0.03†

(1.58) (1.59) (2.06) (1.64) (1.42) (1.87)
Mayor’s promotion 20.10** 20.10** 20.09* 20.10** 20.10** 20.10**

(–2.69) (–2.67) (–2.50) (–2.82) (–2.83) (–2.77)
Female mayor 0.00 0.00 0.03 20.00 0.01 0.02

(0.11) (0.11) (0.70) (–0.01) (0.26) (0.60)
Private firms’ tax contribution 20.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

(–0.01) (–0.01) (0.06) (0.10) (0.05) (0.17)
Government as customer 0.06** 0.06** 0.06** 0.06** 0.05** 0.06**

(5.75) (5.75) (5.88) (5.94) (5.59) (5.87)
Private firms’ political resources 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04

(1.56) (1.56) (1.62) (1.53) (1.40) (1.47)
Cultural Revolution cohort 20.01 20.01 0.07** 20.01 20.02 0.05*

(–0.76) (–0.79) (2.97) (–0.54) (–1.12) (2.13)
City GDP 20.03** 20.03** 20.03** 20.03** 20.02† 20.02*

(–3.26) (–3.26) (–3.53) (–3.22) (–1.93) (–2.44)
Independent variables
Communist ideology –0.20* –0.17** –0.15** –0.17** –0.36**

(–2.19) (–5.03) (–4.05) (–4.89) (–7.68)
Ideology3 Cultural Revolution cohort –0.23** –0.18**

(–6.24) (–4.82)
Ideology3 regional communist legacy –0.19** –0.13**

(–4.88) (–3.34)
Ideology3 City GDP 0.03** 0.03**

(5.95) (4.22)
Constant 0.19** 0.19** 0.17** 0.18** 0.15* 0.14*

(3.12) (3.10) (2.78) (3.05) (2.44) (2.33)
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
City Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.14
n 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402

Note: t-statistics in parentheses.
†p , 0.10
*p , 0.05

**p , 0.01
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province in 1952. As the communist party is the
vanguard organization for peasants and proletariats,
the poorer the region, the more attractive the com-
munist ideology to residents. Hence, we propose a

negative relationship between this variable and the
mayor joining the party before 1978. Both measures
at the birth place in the year of 1952 may affect the
focal mayor’s tendency to enroll in the party, but is
not related to the ratio of private firms’ political
participation in the mayor’s current workplace dur-
ing the sample period of 2001 to 2013.7

These models are presented in Table 3. Model 1
shows that these two instruments are not related to
our main dependent variable, the ratio of private
firms’ political appointment, which demonstrates

FIGURE 2
The Moderating Effect of Regional Communist

Legacy
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FIGURE 3
The Moderating Effect of City GDP
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7 Furthermore, to empirically validate the two instrumental
variables are exogenous, we conducted three post-estimation
tests. First, we used a Bayesian test for under-identification
(Cragg & Donald, 1993) to ensure our equation is adequately
identified. Second, we did a weak identification test to eval-
uate the explanatory power of the instrumental variables
(Cragg & Donald, 1993). The results show a Kleibergen-Paap
WaldF-statisticof 21.58 (above thecut-off of 10).This suggests
that the instrumental variables are valid (Kleibergen & Paap,
2006). Third, we performed an over-identification test, given
thatwehad two instruments for one endogenous variable (i.e.,
mayor’s communism ideology). The results demonstrate a
rather small test coefficient with a p-value of 0.58, suggesting
we cannot reject the null hypothesis that our instruments are
exogenous anduncorrelatedwith the error term.These results
give us confidence in our choice of instrument variables.
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that it meets the exclusion restrictions. Model 2 pres-
ents the first-stage model, predicting a mayor’s likeli-
hood of joining the party. Consistent with our
expectations, the number of party members in 1952
positively relates to amayor’s joining the party during
Mao’s era,while the GDP of the birth province in 1952
negatively relates. Models 3 to 6 show that our main
results remain the sameafter considering the selection
issue by using the residuals from the first stage.

Another potential concern is omitted-variable bias,
as there may be a factor that influences both the turn-
over of mayors and the appointment of deputies si-
multaneously, such as a political command from
above. As cities in China are relatively autonomous
(Xu,2011), interference fromthecentralgovernment in
such local activities is likely to be minimal (Landry,
2008). Nevertheless, the provincial government that
directly supervises the cities could potentially exert

TABLE 3
Instrumental Variable Approach Addressing Selection Versus Imprinting on Chinese Mayors’ Political Ideology and

Privately Held Firms’ Political Participation

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Ratio of private firms’
participation

Communist
ideology

Ratio of private firms’ participation

Mayor’s local tenure 20.00 20.01** 0.00 0.03 0.00† 0.00* 0.01†

(–0.33) (–11.76) (1.58) (1.16) (1.91) (2.04) (1.93)
Mayor’s education 0.03 0.13** 20.02 20.16 20.02 20.00 20.01

(1.43) (7.14) (–0.48) (–1.01) (–0.69) (–0.12) (–0.44)
Mayor’s promotion 20.10** 0.10** 20.13* 20.28 20.12* 20.12* 20.12*

(–2.69) (2.86) (–2.25) (–1.61) (–2.04) (–2.08) (–2.03)
Female mayor 0.01 20.02 0.01 20.17 0.04 20.00 20.03

(0.23) (–0.45) (0.54) (–1.04) (1.12) (–0.13) (–0.81)
Private firms’ tax contribution 20.00 20.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

(–0.01) (–0.69) (0.30) (0.65) (0.16) (0.30) (0.17)
Government as customer 0.06** 20.01 0.06† 0.08† 0.06† 0.07* 0.07*

(5.73) (–0.52) (1.88) (1.90) (1.84) (2.29) (2.11)
Private firms’ political resources 0.05 0.04 0.03 20.03 0.02 0.04 0.03

(1.58) (1.18) (0.88) (–0.40) (0.62) (1.09) (0.80)
Cultural Revolution cohort 20.01 20.23** 0.06 20.57 0.05 0.08* 20.10

(–0.79) (–13.01) (1.46) (–1.11) (1.58) (2.01) (–1.54)
City GDP 20.03** 20.02* 20.02* 20.00 20.03** 20.06** 20.05**

(–3.29) (–2.45) (–2.23) (–0.03) (–2.67) (–3.09) (–2.99)
Instrumental variables
Number of party members in 1952 –1.03 3.74*

(–0.69) (2.50)
Provincial GDP in 1952 –0.00 –0.01**

(–1.13) (–5.21)
Independent variables
Communist ideology –0.33* –0.51* –1.01* –0.88* –1.29*

(–2.00) (–2.18) (–2.11) (–2.27) (–2.12)
Ideology3 Cultural Revolution cohort –0.15* –0.41*

(–2.13) (–1.98)
Ideology3 regional communist legacy –0.82† –0.46*

(–1.95) (–2.14)
Ideology3 city GDP 0.11* 0.07†

(2.04) (1.92)
Constant 0.05 0.00 0.74 0.18 0.19 0.23 0.74

(0.26) (0.02) (1.09) (1.46) (1.64) (1.57) (1.09)
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
City Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.60 0.61 0.58 0.56 0.51 0.54 0.53
n 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402 2,402

Note: t-statistics in parentheses.
†p , 0.10
*p , 0.05

**p , 0.01
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some influence. For this possibility, we controlled for
the provincial party secretary’s age to account for the
effect of leaders’political incentives to further promote
the kinds of mayors they want to appoint, and for the
extent of political cooptation of the business sector for
their economicperformance in that province (Li, 1998;

Lin, 2011). Younger leaders with higher promotion
possibility would probably focus more on economic
growth thanwould their oldercounterparts, suggesting
more interactionwith business andmore likelihood of
endorsing businesspeople (Lin, 2011). The results are
showninModel1ofTable4; theeffectof theprovincial

TABLE 4
Robustness Checks

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Provincial party
secretary’s age

City party
secretary’s ideology

Mayor-tenure
analysis

Firm-year
analysis

Mayor’s local tenure 20.00† 20.00 20.00 0.00**
(–1.74) (–0.47) (–0.70) (3.42)

Mayor’s education 0.031 0.01 0.09 0.07**
(1.86) (1.01) (1.30) (4.64)

Mayor’s promotion 20.10** 0.42** 20.16 20.16**
(–2.77) (6.37) (–1.06) (–7.86)

Female mayor 0.02 20.07* 20.07 0.03
(0.59) (–2.57) (–0.52) (0.77)

Private firms’ tax contribution 0.00 20.00 20.00 0.00**
(0.17) (–0.63) (–0.65) (8.84)

Government as customer 0.06** 0.06** 0.20** 20.03
(5.87) (4.77) (12.65) (–1.22)

Private firms’ political resources 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.18**
(1.47) (1.17) (0.41) (9.63)

Cultural Revolution 0.05* 0.01 0.10 20.04†

(2.13) (0.87) (1.09) (–1.93)
City GDP 20.02* 0.00 20.12** 0.02**

(–2.45) (0.16) (–2.95) (4.23)
Provincial party secretary’s age –0.00

(–0.18)
CEO’s age 0.02**

(4.50)
CEO’s tenure –0.01**

(–2.76)
Male CEO 0.03

(0.90)
CEO’s compensation 0.01

(1.07)
Independent variables
Communist ideology –0.36** 0.02 –0.26* –0.17**

(–7.68) (0.51) (–1.96) (–3.19)
Ideology3 Cultural Revolution cohort –0.18** 0.01 –0.14† –0.11**

(–4.83) (0.52) (–1.84) (–3.15)
Ideology3 regional communist legacy –0.13** 0.01 –0.33* –0.01**

(–3.34) (0.56) (–2.30) (–5.94)
Ideology3 city GDP 0.03** –0.01† 0.12** 0.02**

(4.22) (–1.76) (4.47) (5.42)
Year Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm Yes
City Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.14 0.49 0.14 0.24
n 2,402 2,465 814 7,670

Note: t-statistics in parentheses.
†p , 0.10
*p , 0.05

**p , 0.01
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leader’s age is negative but not significant. All of our
interactions maintain their effects after controlling for
higher-level government considerations.

Similarly, we considered whether other important
political leaders’ characteristics also influenced pri-
vate firms’ political appointment. As we have men-
tioned, the party secretary is the top leader at each
level in the Chinese political system. We hence con-
ducted the same analyses using the characteristics of
the city’s party secretary. Model 2 of Table 4 reports
the results.We do not find any evidence that the party
secretary’s political ideology affects private firms’
political appointment, consistent with our arguments
that a division of labor exists between the secretary
and themayor, such thatmayors are responsible in the
economic sphere and the secretary is in charge of the
overall representativeness of delegates.

Given that the termof the PC or PPCCdeputy at the
city level and above is five years,8 another empirical
concern is that the inauguration of a newmayor does
not always change the incumbent deputies imme-
diately. Different cities have different PC or PPCC
meeting times for new election or selection, and
unfortunately we were not able to observe the exact
timing of the election or selection, as earlier in-
formation on city-level deputies was not available
online. In addition, even during the nonelection or
selection years there could be changes in delegates,
such as due to delegates dying, facing criminal
charges, or leaving the country. To address this
limitation, we conducted a robustness check based
on information on each mayor’s tenure. In our sam-
ple, the average tenure of a mayor is 30 months. We
aggregated the data from mayor–year to mayor–
tenure and calculated the average ratio of the depu-
ties that private firms held across the focal mayor’s
entire tenure. By doing this, we captured any possi-
ble changes in the delegates happening during the
focal mayor’s tenure—i.e., when there were meet-
ings of the PC or PPCC, or other changes in delegates.
We report the results in Model 3 of Table 4, with a
reduced sample size of 814. All our results remain
substantially the same.

We also presented firm-level tests (7,670 observa-
tions) of our hypotheses and controlled for more
chairman- or CEO-level variables, such as age, ten-
ure, gender, and compensation. The dependent
variable is political appointment held by the CEO or
chairman, and so ranges from 0–2 for each firm. We
matched mayors with firms headquartered in their
city. We ran firm fixed effects models (xtreg) with

cluster-robust standard errors. Model 4 of Table 4
reports these results, which are largely consistent
with the city-level analyses.

We conducted several other robustness checks.
First, we used the total number of deputyships of
private firms, instead of the ratio, as the dependent
variable, while also controlling for either the total
population of the focal city, or the total number of
firms of the focal city. The results still hold. Second,
with the ratio variable, we also tried nonlinear mod-
eling specifications.We recoded the ratio variable as a
categorical variable of 0, 1, and 2. For those observa-
tions that fall in the bottom 33%, this new dependent
variable is coded as 0, the top 33% is coded as 2, and
the rest are coded as 1. We used a multinomial logit
model to rerun our analyses, and all results are robust.
In addition, to further address the issue of censoring,
we winsorized the dependent variable to reduce the
influence of outliers, and our results did not change.
We also coded communist ideology as 1 if mayors
joined thepartyduring theCultural Revolutionperiod
(1966–1976) and 0 otherwise, and we obtained a
stronger effect. Finally, we measured the Cultural
Revolution cohort as people who were born between
1948 and 1957 (Hung & Chiu, 2003), and our results
remain substantively the same.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our paper examines how private firms’ political
participation is influenced by the political ideology
of politicians. We find that mayors who joined the
communist party during Mao’s era and before
China’s economic reform—i.e., prior to 1978—were
imprinted with a stronger communist ideology and
hence endorsed fewer private firms for PC or PPCC
deputy positions, after controlling for possible self-
selection of joining the party in the first place. The
impact of the ideological imprint is stronger if the
focal mayor experienced the Cultural Revolution
early in life. The persistence of the imprint is influ-
enced by contemporary imprint–environment fit,
with mayors working in regions with stronger com-
munist legacies having not only a persistent but even
a stronger imprint, while the imprint decays in cities
with higher economic development.

Our study first contributes to research on political
strategy by bringing the political values of politicians
to the fore, as their discretion highly determines the
outcomeof local firms’politicalparticipationand later
performance. Extant studies have revealed a compli-
cated relationship between firms’ political participa-
tion and survival and performance, especially in the8 Prior to 2004, the term was three years.
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context of emerging markets (e.g., Fisman, 2001;
Siegel, 2007; Zheng et al., 2015; Zhu & Chung, 2014).
While the majority of studies have found a positive
performance implication for political strategies, more
recent research has increasingly documented un-
certain or even negative outcomes for such strategies,
such as cooption (Dickson, 2003; Zhang et al., 2016).
For instance,Wang and Luo (2018) showed that when
governors want to maintain social stability, they in-
struct local firms to acquire bankrupt state-owned
firms and to absorb laid-off workers, forcing those
firms to diversify into unrelated businesses that do not
necessarily add value. Given these complex and con-
flicting findings,weargue that researchersneed to take
a step back to explore the antecedents of political
participation, whichmay be crucial to understand the
conditionsunderwhich thedesiredpolitical strategies
are truly beneficial.

Resonating with this line of thinking, current de-
velopments in the political strategy literature have
recognized theheterogeneity of politicians’ receptivity
to corporate political strategy, shifting attention from
the demand side to the supply side of the political ex-
change. McDonnell and Werner (2016) found that
politicians are less likely to establish a public connec-
tion with companies that are boycotted by a social
movement, presumably because the threat of associa-
tion with those blacklisted companies could lead to
negativepublicityandadverseelectoralconsequences.
Similarly, regulatory agents reduce product approvals
after firms have been targeted by public protests (Hiatt
& Park, 2013). Joining this line of research, our study
reveals the heterogeneous effects of politicians’ politi-
cal values on their decisions to endorse firms’ political
participation. Conditioned by their previous political
party experiences, politicianswithdifferent ideologies
may perceive such interactions and their benefits in
quite distinct ways. For politicians imprinted with a
strong communist ideology, engaging in interactions
with the private business sector is inconsistent with
their values and identity. Hence, they may not always
grant political access to local firms. Our theoretical
approach thus adds to political strategy research by
highlighting politicians’ political values as an under-
explored yet important antecedent of the success of
firms’ political strategies, and it helps to explain why
firms’ political strategies do not always yield success-
ful outcomes, even when they are willing to and have
capabilities similar to other firms.

Toexaminewhether thepolitical ideologyofmayors
affects theefficacyofpolitical appointment, inposthoc
supplementary analyses (see Appendix A, Table A1),
we find that political appointment generates positive

performance for Chinese firms in general. However,
suchperformance is reduced if the incumbentmayor is
imprinted with a strong communist ideology. We en-
courage future research to further study the circum-
stances under which firms are able to gain political
appointment, and the extent to which those connec-
tions yield positive performance benefits under poli-
ticians with different backgrounds.

More broadly speaking, this study contributes to the
state–firm interaction literature in institutional theory
by revealing a more individualistic mechanism under
which the state influences firms. Extant studies have
typically treated the whole state as the unit of analysis
(e.g., Spencer, Murtha, & Lenway, 2005), while largely
ignoring the role of state agents, especially those who
have the power anddiscretion tomake and implement
policies (Hiatt & Park, 2013). For instance, Vaaler
(2008) showed that multinational firms respond to
political business cycles by making different invest-
ment levels in host countries when facing changing
party ideology. Extending this line of work, our re-
search singles out a crucial but neglected source of
institutional pressures that affect firms’ political
appointment—politicians’ ideologies and how it was
shaped by socialization.

Second, we make a theoretical contribution to
individual-level imprinting research by highlighting
the interplay between ideological imprinting and
both an individual’s past experiences and contem-
porary social context. Most existing imprinting
studies have taken imprint formation for granted, but
have not explored the conditions under which the
imprint may be shaped to be stronger or weaker
(Marquis & Tilcsik, 2013). Instead, we argue and find
that individuals with heterogeneous ideological ex-
periences may be receptive to the external environ-
ment to a different extent, and hence are imprinted
differently. Building onTilcsik’s (2014) examination
of how the similarity of an organization’s financial
resources between the entry point and a subsequent
period produces the highest job performance for the
focal individual in the same company, our paper
develops the perspective of imprint–environment
fit in a more general way by examining it in a
broader institutional context—e.g., local and re-
gional social and economic environments (Marquis
& Battilana, 2009). As we show, being in institu-
tional environments consistent with the imprinted
ideology—regions with a stronger communist
legacy—strengthens its effect and perpetuates the
imprint. In contrast, local economic development,
which requires mayors to adjust and update
their knowledge and attitudes toward the private
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business sector, dampens the effect of the ideolog-
ical imprint. Our research thus makes a significant
contribution to understanding why imprints, al-
though they may be persistent, do in fact change
over time and exist at different intensities.

Third, by focusing on China, a country with a
unique history of ideological transformation, our study
broadens the theoretical scope of studies on political
ideology, which has been operationalized most often
as the conservatism–liberalism dimension in the
U.S. context (Marquis & Qiao, 2018). We extend this
line of research in twoways. First, the current research
on political ideology has mainly focused on the cogni-
tive mechanisms shaping individuals’ behaviors by
supplying values and norms, while we also highlight
the role of party affiliation as an in-group identity
that influences individuals’ behaviors. Second, while
most of the current research on political ideology has
focused on the political values of top management
teams—i.e., CEOs or board members—we shift the at-
tention to politicians. Their influence extends beyond
any single corporation, possibly affecting a large num-
ber of corporations during their administrative period.

This study has some limitations that suggest future
research directions. First, although we advance exist-
ing research on political strategy by highlighting the
mechanisms underlying politicians’ considerations,
we remain theoretically silent on firm-level dynamics.
As noted, in Appendix A (Table A1) we conduct some
preliminaryanalysisonhowfirmsbenefit frommayors
with different ideological imprints, and find that they
benefit less when mayors have a strong communist
ideology; thus, we encourage future work to consider
how politicians’ backgrounds affects the efficacy of
their political connections. In Appendix A (Table A2)
we also show exploratory findings on how different
types of firms are affected by politicians’ ideology.
Future studies could further explore and theorize on
the interactions between politicians and firms—for
example, tactics firms may use to address certain pol-
iticians’ potentially biased attitudes and readdress
performance implications.

Second, although we explored the effect of the
ideologies of mayors and party secretaries, we did not
theorize the interaction patterns between them but as-
sumed that they influenced the delegate selection pro-
cesses independently (Yao & Zhang, 2015). Future
research could providemore detailed analyses on how
power anddiscretionare sharedanddistributedamong
different leaders in China’s dual power structure, and
how different power dynamics among leaders—e.g.,
newversusexperiencedleaders—canaffect local firms’
political participation in different regions. Some

preliminary results are shown in Appendix A (Table
A3); for example, we indeed find a stronger negative
effect of ideology for more experienced mayors in en-
dorsing private firms’ political participation, suggest-
ing that mayors may vary in their level of power and
discretion, which affects the extent to which they en-
dorse private firms. Further, althoughwe have studied
the interaction effect between mayor’s ideology and
the contemporary characteristics of the focal city, we
do not explore how city-level characteristics affect the
turnover of mayors, and hence the antecedents of a
mayor’s ideology. Future studies are encouraged to
fully theorize the underlying dimensions of the city’s
economic and institutional conditions and how a
mayor’s political ideology reflects these.

Finally, while China is an ideal setting for this
study in many respects, its unique institutional ar-
rangements limit the study’s generalizability. The
effect of the communist ideology imprint is more
applicable to transitional economies, such as those
in Eastern Europe, Russia, and Asia. Future research
can examine varieties of political ideologies andhow
they affect firms’ strategies.

By demonstrating howpoliticians’political values
affect local private firms’ political participation, our
study has important implications for research on
state–firm interactions. Extant studies have mainly
taken a political exchange perspective and explored
the benefits and costs for both parties under various
contingencies. Our study reveals different factors ac-
counting for firms’ success in political participation,
namely that politicians imprinted with different po-
litical ideologieswhohave undergonedifferent social
experiences perceive their interactions with firms
differently, and their perspectives on the role of firms
and state–firm interaction contribute to the variations
in political participation.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE A1
Firms’ Political Appointment and Firms’ Return on Sales

(1) (2)

Political appointment 0.01* 0.01
(2.36) (0.76)

Mayor’s communist ideology 20.02* 20.02**
(–2.47) (–2.80)

Political appointment3mayor’s communist
ideology

–0.02*

(–1.98)
Firm size (assets) 0.02** 0.02**

(10.24) (10.27)
Firm age 20.07** 20.07**

(–10.39) (–10.41)
Constant 20.28** 20.28**

(–5.89) (–5.87)
City Yes Yes
Year Yes Yes
R2 0.07 0.07
n 16,061 16,061

Note: t-statistics in parentheses.
†p , 0.10
*p , 0.05

**p , 0.01
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TABLE A2
Politicians’ Communist Ideology and Firms’ Characteristics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Mayor’s local tenure 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(0.40) (0.45) (0.47) (0.16) (0.38) (0.39)

Mayor’s education 0.02** 0.02** 0.02** 0.02** 0.02** 0.02**
(5.08) (5.10) (5.10) (4.67) (5.06) (5.08)

Mayor’s promotion 20.06** 20.06** 20.06** 20.06** 20.06** 20.06**
(–10.45) (–10.43) (–10.45) (–10.74) (–10.53) (–10.48)

Female mayor 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02
(1.46) (1.44) (1.45) (1.23) (1.44) (1.43)

Private firms’ tax contribution 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00**
(4.78) (4.72) (4.79) (5.44) (4.88) (4.71)

Government as customer 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01 20.01
(–1.37) (–1.35) (–1.40) (–1.28) (–1.31) (–1.35)

Private firms’ political resources 0.04** 0.04** 0.04** 0.04** 0.04** 0.04**
(8.79) (8.84) (8.85) (8.80) (8.80) (8.85)

Cultural Revolution cohort 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
(0.34) (0.36) (0.33) (0.24) (0.26) (0.31)

City GDP 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00**
(4.07) (4.04) (4.03) (3.85) (4.09) (4.03)

Independent variables
Communist ideology 20.00 20.03** 20.04** 20.26** 20.05 20.03†

(–0.07) (–3.45) (–2.68) (–4.86) (–0.89) (–1.78)
CEO age 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00**

(2.96) (3.56) (3.53) (3.53) (3.54) (3.54)
Communist ideology3 CEO age –0.00

(–1.05)
CEO tenure 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00

(–1.49) (–1.27) (–1.50) (–1.45) (–1.58) (–1.48)
Communist ideology3 CEO tenure 0.00

(0.30)
CEO male 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

(0.12) (0.12) (0.57) (0.12) (0.06) (0.10)
Communist ideology3 CEO male 0.01

(1.02)
CEO compensation 0.00 0.00 0.00 20.00 0.00 0.00

(0.70) (0.72) (0.72) (–1.20) (1.03) (0.71)
Communist ideology3 CEO compensation –0.02**

(–5.34)
Firm size 20.01**

(–2.69)
Communist ideology3 firm size –0.00

(–1.32)
Firm age 0.00

(0.00)
Communist ideology3 firm age –0.01**

(–2.69)
Constant 20.04 20.04† 20.05** 0.03 0.03 20.04

(–1.51) (–1.75) (–1.99) (1.04) (0.72) (–1.61)
Year? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.18
n 7,670 7,670 7,670 7,670 7,670 7,670

Note: t-statistics in parentheses.
†p , 0.10
*p , 0.05

**p , 0.01
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TABLE A3
Experienced Mayor’s Political Ideology and Privately Held Firms’ Political Participation

(1) (2)

Mayor’s local tenure 20.00 20.00
(–0.44) (–1.63)

Mayor’s education 0.03 0.03†

(1.38) (1.67)
Mayor’s promotion 20.10** 20.11**

(–2.81) (–2.94)
Female mayor 0.00 0.02

(0.09) (0.53)
Private firms’ tax contribution 0.00 0.00

(0.09) (0.23)
Government as customer 0.06** 0.06**

(5.98) (6.08)
Private firms’ political resources 0.05 0.04

(1.53) (1.43)
Cultural Revolution cohort 20.01 0.04†

(–0.75) (1.87)
City GDP 20.03** 20.02*

(–3.37) (–2.43)
Experienced mayor 0.00* 0.00

(2.28) (1.38)
Independent variables
Communist ideology 20.09** 20.41**

(–3.21) (–8.46)
Ideology3 experienced mayor –0.00** –0.00**

(–4.81) (–3.83)
Ideology3 Cultural Revolution cohort 20.16**

(–4.30)
Ideology3 regional communist legacy 20.12**

(–3.02)
Ideology3 city GDP 0.03**

(4.37)
Constant 0.14* 0.09

(2.17) (1.53)
Year Yes Yes
City Yes Yes
R2 0.12 0.14
n 2,402 2,402

Note: t-statistics in parentheses.
†p , 0.10
*p , 0.05

**p , 0.01
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